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Put the word true in front of the correct statement and the word false 

in front of the incorrect statement: 

1-The taxi driver depends on the GPS.  (     √     ) 

2- The magnetometer is used to detect cities buried underground.  (   ×  ) 

3- The Laptop has an internal microphone  (    √      ) 

4- Pressing ALT + CTRL + DEL  helps to restore the computer (  √      ) 

5-The Egyptian Knowledge Bank website is untrusted source (   ×    ) 

6-E-mail is considered Personal information. (  √     ) 

7- The computer has a high storage capacity for storing data. (  √   ) 

8- When you download a file. You save it on your computer.(   √   ) 

9- your laptop needs an external mouse. (  ×  ) 

10-The doctor needs the ground- penetrating radar in his field of work.(   ×  ) 
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Put the appropriate word in Place of the dots: 

 

1- You can use it to communicate with your friend            

     Who is in another governorate Instant text messages  

2- Behaving in an unpleasant manner towards other people bullying 

3- it is accessed after searching for a specific information results 

4- An application that helps to open websites and use the Internet browser  

5. The Process of transferring files from the internet to your device download 

6-The link that indicates that the content is specific to Egypt ends with .eg  

1-It is considered one of the most famous search engines that helps to 

access Information  

2- The touch screen is considered  device at the same time. 

3-graphs are a good way to data. 

4- Blogs are a  source of information. 

 5- It is used in writing articles and books 

6- You should not share  with an unknown Person 
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Choose the correct answer from the following options: 
1-Responsible for sending data to the Processing stage to obtain     

   results. 

a) Software b) CPU 

c) Operating system d) Presentation software 

2- To apply in universities and search for educational institutions.        

     you must use the link ............. 

a) .Eg b) .NET c) .EDU d) .GOV 

3- Among the Positive effects of information and communication  

     Technology:  

a) Using google in search     b) entertaining and games  

C) Ease of communication with friends outside the country 

d) all of them 

4- It is .......................................... is considered one of the input    

     devices.  

a) The Printer b) the microphone         c) the monitor  

d) The speakers  

5- The information allowed on the Internet is........................... 

a) Family name      b) school name     c ) pseudonym d) Phone number 
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6- The information and results can be visually displayed in the    

  Form of……………………………….. 

a) Spreadsheets b) written retorts c) mailing letters d) graphs 

7- A device used to convert an image into a digital image. 

a) The touch screen b) the scanner c) the mouse d) the 

microphone 

8- One of the advantages of using ICT tools in our lives.  

a) Spam                    b) easy access to information 

c) Untrusted sites                   d) bullying People 

9- You received an email from an email address that you do not know. 

   You must 

a) Open the message to see its content 

b) Ignore the message. Delete it and tell your guardian 

c) Send a message to this address asking him for his identity 

d) Turn off the device 

10- The people you Prefer to accept as information on social    

      Networking sites……………………………. 

a) from school b) from another country  

c) From different universities d) People older than you 
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